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Budget’s (OMB) Approval of Information Collection Budget’s (OMB) Approval of Information Collection 
(Paperwork) Requirements(Paperwork) Requirements
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Bloodborne pathogens are a serious individual and Bloodborne pathogens are a serious individual and 
community health risk, so it's vital to keep track of possible community health risk, so it's vital to keep track of possible 
exposure including needle sticks.exposure including needle sticks.

But enough small talk. The bigger issue is that we have a But enough small talk. The bigger issue is that we have a 
complete fool in the White House, namely President Tiny complete fool in the White House, namely President Tiny 
Hands. Actually an ignoramus would be bad enough, but Hands. Actually an ignoramus would be bad enough, but 
President Tiny Hands is also corrupt, dishonest and a President Tiny Hands is also corrupt, dishonest and a 
sociopath. Plus he insists on wearing an orangutan pelt on sociopath. Plus he insists on wearing an orangutan pelt on 
his bald spot, even during photo ops such as Trump saluting his bald spot, even during photo ops such as Trump saluting 
a N Korean general.a N Korean general.

Conclusion: be careful around needles, and be even more Conclusion: be careful around needles, and be even more 
careful when dealing with the Trump kleptocracy.careful when dealing with the Trump kleptocracy.

#BeBest #PresidentTinyHands #MattressBoy#BeBest #PresidentTinyHands #MattressBoy
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